Data Science Jobs: By the Numbers

Data science and analytics skills are increasingly in demand for business roles.

**THE FACTS**

- **2,350,000** Job openings demanded Data Science and Analytics (DSA) skills in 2015
- By 2028, DSA job openings are projected to grow by **15%**
- **364,000** Additional job listings projected in 2028

**DSA jobs advertise average salaries of $80,265**

- **With a premium over all BA + jobs of $8,736**
- **81%** Of DSA jobs require workers with 3-5 years of experience or more

**DSA technology and methods are making a large impact in the economy**

- Demand for both Data Scientists and Data Engineers is projected to grow by **39%**
- DSA jobs on average remain open for **45 days** longer than average

From "The Quant Crunch", a report by Burning Glass, IBM, and the Business-Higher Education Forum
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